
FAQ:
1- How long do you need to send us samples based on this drawing?
we need 20 to 30 days to send you the completely prototype (including the black color
painting)which is made by CNC and the cost of it will be 1200usd.
the prototype will be very close to the picture you sent to me

2- How long  to construct a mold after samples approval?



After confirm the prototype mold we need three months to construct the mold, including the time for
testing, we have professional
testing lab,please check the picture in my attachment,thanks.

3- Which material can you inject the shell (our specification is polycarbonate).
We will inject the PC1414/EXL1414 to make the polycarbonate shell.

4- Can you provide the inside paddings? If so, what alternative do you have?
Sure we can, I Have rechecked your picture, it looks like your inside paddings is made by EVA which
is with PVC material inside, am i right?You can also check
the attachment to ensure if it is what you want to make.
we can also make the padding by PU FOAM or VA FOAM.

5- Are you able to perform the standard tests (attached)? Can you provide report for each one?
we have independent test lab in our factory,during the process making the prototype,we will test
each part of the helmet like face mask etc in our own Lab in advance, as we are professional in
making the american football helmet,sure we can pass the NOCSAE standard.
if you want to sell the helmet in USA,we have to pass our factory Audit.

6- How can we deal with mold investment?
if you could invest the fee of opening the mold, then you can be the exclusive user of the mold and
we will only make the helmet for you.acutally many customers pay all the fee for opening the mold
as they don't want to be in price war.
the price for opening the mold will be 40000usd including shell,facemask,etc all the thing.

7- Provide quotation for each helmet
i am sorry as we don't known your detail requirements, such as helmet structure, surface structure,
internal structure, features, etc.. , i cannot give you the precise price at this moment,please
understand. thank you

For EPS,please forget it, as i am just checking another email at that time.
What is more, the line of your is made by EPP right? 

http://www.helmetsupplier.com/





